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ftUjectas 9rdrodiee teat of a!►  10-iaah Xortiaa Alfaaelfa Volvo 
manufactured ably Martin Iron Works, Les Angeles, California. 

1. Tko Contra Coat& Distribution System may require control 'salves 
that will oporate order heads of approximately 125 feet of water. Fr 
this reason as 14-iar b Martin, Type B, Alfalfa Valve was sectored from the 
Martin Iron Works for the parposre of testing at a high hoed. 

y. fhis Martin Alfalfa Valve fits over the 4MA of the pipe as 
a snap, Figure 1. It is a paiated Casting aped is grouted canto iho plain 
and of a concrsto pipe after than pipe has beam chipped to allow for the 
valve cross member. The valve dlarraeeter is approlumtel.lr 3/4  lath Urger 
them: outside diameter of the pips so that a sparse approximately /9-inck 
vide *ad the depth of the -valve body, about 1--112 I ch*#, to left &reund 
the pipe to be filled with portlaand cement mortar. The sidoe of the, 
rake boor are parallel to the sides of the pipe, which would iaa,dicaate 
that adhesion of the Painted casting to the mortar to the only fore* to 
hold the, valve onto the rips. The mortar applied consisted of one ;art 
of cement to two parts, sand. d store analysis of the sawed sthovod 
17.5 percerat retain*& on the No. lb store-, 23.5 Peraasat on the lo. 30 
shove,, 29.5 percent on the We. 50 store; 23,5 perseaut on the 4o. 100 
starve, and f percent peeesing the go. 100 sieve. The mortar vas 
supported around the eat of the pipe anssi the valve was pressed down 
firmly forcing the mortar into the valve body. Izeot►e mortar era■ 
removed. The pips, was left standing in as vertical position and the 
valy* and uppor mart of pipe were covered with caret s"4 to our* the, 
mortar, Figure P. The curing period ryas 2S Ufse with the sand being 
wetted dayerase freqwmtly onesagh to prevent veent sing. 

3. After 29 #Are of Curing, the section of concrete, pips with 
valve come* was connected in are vertical position to a vator setpPlf. 
Water was rum through the valve to clear the line of all lair and to 
"serve flow conditions beefare closing the, valve oompl+etellr. Wttk deep 
tare closed the head was 'built up slowly by aseseww of *o 104-foot k*4 
pmops to series, and. eantrells& 17 seesaw, of as bypass. The,  heap paekiaag 
seam the valve *eat lsaerk*& considerably at  a b"d of 50  feet and faailed at 
as ho@A of approximately 60 feet. The hared was farthor incr+eaaseed. slowly 



io 60 foot. Atbout not .cosbio &4ji stsout the heot wary slightly  
In exe:ss* of 100 foot *A4 11ho verticwl Ooneroto pipet failed. 

It.  The viavo and peas were Inoractod after tb# test said it wao 
twund tat the valve seat paual lug had 04lod where the two en4s of US 
Umrp rep* m#tt, nguret 3.  Also the VAITO  had startet tit Orssp off the 
ovA of tits pip*  snd hat awrod a pproxissUly 1/16 to , lower portion of 
f" Ors 3*  Th#  Piro  h  %roken  os aR dts90643.,,  asl bettwoon the t" ed 
'bcattow of the pip w$, no"e U. 

. 9gn to r** 'hrt " to ou lest to the folloerla etsaBe4lsesl~raass 

a. Iho x►ees#sstty for obiprptag tha pipet for the orors wm 
#wtag Ins balls ti m I* ob4 oo tl aaaltl o In that sAft tt+am labor to "outrod.  

t. A'  Waltso-type valve,  *mm tao tsW g jot to bs Orsotod 
at a* a ftl o. Vador heads eaaffloie+at to *au" the jot to Weak  

tkrowo thet 'be okoote+air. the holebt, of the a wroumU ag structure **** 'bat 
nsrr+a~.04 to retain this Jet. f'or sate *aa high mss„ the smartest height 

of Surrounding atuvot r* ***It probsl►  y ' s esetrre~ 

s. The hasp pe w, on the valvo oott to sett &##q atet :for bAwd e 
slat a apxsror3;sato: r 25 Foot of water cast will fall art ~latelf 
ar►ppret21sate ly 50  foot. 

d. The motif of wring VW valve to the cone"to °Pipe  Is not 
satiotsetory for the 0- to T: »fo*t he *A* ^n4 poetstltly arAo r lower heads 
tteosnse the offootive ss of the gimmt joint saenroA In tho la►boraatsr 
w*o rmx7 probably greater th+a that to a>htsin iii the flolt< 
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Studies of Pressure-Head Losses in Concrete Risers 
and Alfalfa Valves 

By Verne H. Scott 

TESTS have been carried out recently in the hydraulics 
laboratory of the division of irrigation, University of 

California, Davis, to determine the head loss occurring 
in water passing through concrete risers and alfalfa valves. 
In some cases these losses are considerable and should be 
taken into account in the design of pipe line systems. 

An engineer designing a concrete irrigation pipe system 
must consider several factors before he can determine the 
best arrangement for successful operation. Design problems 
usually fall into two classifications: determining the proper 
pipe line sizes, or determining the required height of stands, 
stacks, or division boxes needed to carry the flow of water 
in the pipe line. In either case, factors considered by the engi-
neer are (1) the flow required at division points or outlets, 
(2) the head available or required in each length of pipe, 
which depends largely on the slope and lay of the land as 
determined by a topographic survey and (3) the amount of 
friction between the flowing water and the walls of the pipe. 
Another factor often overlooked or simply estimated is the 
head loss that occurs in a pipe line due to risers with outlet 
valves installed on the line. The following discussion describes 
the laboratory setup used and gives the data obtained from 
the study of losses occurring in risers. 

In order to test the hydraulic properties of the riser, a 14-
in dry-mix concrete supply pipe was laid on a sump floor in 
the laboratory, and a riser attached. The riser being tested 
was cemented to the top center of the 11th section, 31.5 ft 
from the entrance end of the supply pipe. A hole was carefully 
cut in the supply pipe of the same size as the inside diameter 
of the riser. The riser which extended 30 in above the top of 
the supply pipe, was shaped to fit snugly over the hole. The 
transition area on the inside between the pipe line and the 
riser was worked smooth by hand with neat cement. A metal-
lined pending basin in which water could be controlled to 
regulate submerged conditions was built around the riser. 

Water was pumped through the laboratory water distribu- 
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Fig. I Typical riser and alfalfa valve with manometers used in the 
study of pressure-head losses 

tion system to the entrance of the supply pipe. Measurements 
on a calibrated 8-in flow nozzle or a 12-in orifice plate deter- 
mined the rate of flow. At various locations on the supply 
pipe, and at the top and bottom of the riser, manometer 
connections (Fig. 1) of 1/4-in copper tubing transmitted the 
local pressure via rubber tubing to glass tubing mounted on a 
board on the side of the ponding basin. This made it possible 
to record rapidly differentials in pressure head at all points in 
the system. 

Test Procedure. Eight, 10, and 12-in risers, the sizes most 
commonly used in irrigation practice, were tested. For each 
size of riser a series of six tests were conducted to determine 
the head loss for various rates of flow with riser conditions 
as follows: 

Test 1 Riser unobstructed (without valve web). 
Test 2 Riser unobstructed and valve seat submerged to 

various depths. 
Test 3 Riser with web inserted in valve seat. 
Test 4 Riser with web inserted in valve seat and valve 

seat submerged to various depths. 
Test 5 Riser with web inserted in valve seat and the 

valve disk adjusted to various openings, i.e., the area between 
the bottom face of the valve disk and the top of the valve 
was varied. 

Test 6 Riser with web inserted in valve seat and the 
depth of submergence changed for a range of valve openings. 

Determinations of the pressure-head loss were made in 
each test for various rates of flow. Measurements of the loss 
were obtained from the manometer readings. This loss was 
equal to the difference between the average pressure head in 
th supply pipe before entering the riser and the average 
pressure head at the outlet of the riser (Fig. 1, upper man-
ometers). In tests 1 and 3 the only variable condition was the 
rate of flow. In tests 2 and 4, for each rate of flow the depth 
of submergence was increased in 1.4-in increments. In test 5 
the valve opening was varied in 1/2-in vertical increments. In 
test 6 the valve openings were identical to those in test 5, 
but the valve was submerged to various depths. 

Discussion of Results. Head loss was plotted against rate 
of 'flow in each test for the three sizes of valves. Fig. 2 
presents the results of these tests. The equations of the curves 
representing the points in this figure were calculated and are 
as follows; (in these equations, h = head loss in inches, and 
Q = rate of flow in cubic feet per second): 

Test 8-in riser 10-in riser 12-in riser 

1 h=2.16Q2.11 [,-0.76 Q2.22 h=0.3-i9Q2.2u 

2 h= 2.07Q1-1-5 /=0.69 Q"_," b=0.293Q2. 2 

3 h=2.61Q1•97, h=0.896Q2.1s h=0.416Q2.30 

4 h=2.54Q 2.2 u fi=0.854Q2.23 h=0.;8-iQ2.!a 

5 h=2.79Q2.12 h=o.974Q2.os h=o.i16Q2.61 

6 h=2.76Q1.9 .• h= 1.022Q2-11., h=o..i_2Q2.1:t 

A comparison of head-loss values ( Table 1) between tests 1 
and 3 for all three sizes of valves shows an increase in loss by 
inserting the web in the valve seat. At 0.5 cfs this increase 
amounted to 0.16 in for the 8-in riser, 0.04 for the 10-in riser, 
and 0.01 for the 12-in riser, however, at 2.0 cfs this increase 
amounted to 0.9 in, 0.55 in, and 0.35 in, respectively. 

An attempt was made to reduce this web-loss effect by 
designing a more streamlined web. Such a web was made and 
tested on the 8-in valve. A small reduction in loss was noted. 
A comparison between values for the riser without the web 
and with the web showed that the head loss for flows of 0.5, 
and 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 cfs was increased by 0.17, 0. 45, 0.75 and 
0.80 in respectively, by insertion of the web. For the same 
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flows the increase in loss attributed to the streamlined web 
was 0.05, 0.25, 0.45, and 0.70 in. 

The data indicate that submergence may be beneficial in 
reducing head loss to some extent (Table 1, comparison of 
values from tests 2 and 4 with 1 and 3 for each riser). Excep-
tions to this were noted at low flows. The magnitude of the 
reduction was not great, and when this effect did occur, it was 
apparent as soon as the outlet of the valve was submerged. 
When the values of head loss for a steady flow were plotted 
against depth of submergence, no change was noted in the 
loss for additional depths beyond initial submergence. 

Table 1. Comparison of Pressure-Head Loss for Quantities of Flow 
in 8, 10, and 12-in Alfalfa Valves and Risers 

Quantity of flow, cfs 
Test 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

8-in 
(Head loss, in) 

1 0.50 2.26 5.08 9.30 
2 0.53 2.03 4.55 8.00 
3 0.66 2.60 5.80 10.20 
4 0.56 2.55 6.20 11.15 
5 0.64 2.77 6.60 12.00 
6 0.69 2.75 6.18 10.80 

10-in 

1 0.16 0.75 1.86 3.55 
2 0.13 0.69 1.85 3.62 
3 0.20 0.89 2.20 4.10 

" 4 0.18 0.84 2.10 4.00 
5 0.23 0.98 2.25 4.05 
6 0.25 1.01 2.33 4.20 

12-in 

1 0.07 0.35 0.88 1.70 
2 0.05 0.30 0.82 1.68 
3 0.08 0.42 1.05 2.05 
4 0.07 0.38 0.99 1.94 
5 0:08 0.47 1.15 2.25 
6 0.11 0.47 1.12 2.07 

In test 5 where the valve opening was changed, and in 
test 6 where the depth of submergence was altered for various 
valve openings, no significant change could be detected in 
the head loss as these changes were made. Consequently, the 
head loss for any flow in test 5 represented an average of the 
differences between pressure-head conditions in the pipe line 
and at the top of the riser for a range of valve openings, and 
in test 6 for a range of valve openings and varying depths of 
submergence. 

The restriction of the valve opening by closing down the 
valve disk resulted in slight increases in the amount of head 
loss. Comparison of values between tests 3 and 5, and 4 and 
6 (Table 1) for the three sizes of valves tested shows that for 
practically every discharge some increase in head loss occurred 
when the valve disk restricted the opening. The values ranged 
from 0.01 to 2.20 in. 

Since a sudden loss of pressure head occurred in the transi- 
tion from the pipe line to the riser, computations were made 
to determine what per cent of the observed pressure-head loss 
could be accounted for by the calculated theoretical velocity- 
head differential, the difference between the velocity head in 
the supply pipe and velocity head in the riser. Results from 
all the tests show that the theoretical velocity head is from 
40 to 80 per cent of the recorded drop in pressure. It is 
probable that the remaining percentage is accounted for by 
turbulence and friction loss at the entrance to the riser. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It is apparent from these data that the pressure-head loss 
for discharge rates within the usual range of irrigation prac-
tice for the sizes of risers and valves tested is not large. For 
an 8-in riser and valve the loss that could be expected for 
discharges of 0.6 to 0.9 cfs would be 0.07 to 2.8 in; for the 
10-in with 1.3 to 1.7 cfs, a loss of 1.1 to 3.0 in; and for the 
12-in with 2.0 to 2.5 cfs, a loss of 2.0 to 3.2 in. However, if 
larger quantities of water are required, losses may become an 
important factor. It should be pointed out that the loss for 
various rates of flow in these tests probably represents a mini- 
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mum value since the test apparatus was installed with gre 
care than that exercised by commercial pipe layers. There 
it may be reasonable to make an additional allowance 
field installations. 
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Fig. 2 Relationship between head loss and discharge in 8, 10, and 

in concrete users and alfalfa valves under the following conditic 
Test 1, riser unobstructed (without valve web); test 2, riser unobstn 
ed and valve seat submerged to various depths; test 3, riser with i 
inserted in valve seat; test 4, riser with web inserted in valve seat 
valve seat submerged to various depths; test 5, riser with web inset 
in valve seat and valve disk adjusted to various openings; test 6, ri 
with web inserted in valve seat and the depths of submergence chant 
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